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Types of homes
Write the words below the pictures. Where do you live?
a camper

a castle

a house

a mansion

an apartment

a tent

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Around the house
Put the words in the correct categories below. Some words can belong to more than one category.
a bathtub

a carpet

a closet

a cupboard

a desk

a fence

a fridge

a painting

a sofa

a stove

plants

shelves

In the bedroom:

In the living room:

In the bathroom:

In the kitchen:

In the study:

In the garden:

1.

Strangers cannot enter our yard because we have a

.

2.

I keep all my clothes in a

3.

We keep meat and vegetables in the

4.

I have a lot of interesting books on my

5.

John is in the living room at the moment. He’s lying on the

6.

Sonia has a very expensive

7.

I don’t like wooden ﬂoors. That’s why I have a

8.

I don’t eat at restaurants very often. I have a modern

9.

I don’t take showers. I only have a

.
so that they stay fresh.
.
.

on her bedroom wall.
in every room.
in my kitchen.

.

What do you have in your home? Tell your partner.
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Home life
Match the verbs on the left with the nouns on the right.

4

1. wash

a bath

2. go for

a pizza

3. water

a walk in the yard

4. clean

guests

5. take

television

6. watch

the bed

7. make

the bedroom

8. invite

the dishes

9. order

the plants

Ask your partner
Work in pairs. Ask questions with ‘How often .....?’ and the phrases in Exercise 3. In the table on the
next page, write your answers (e.g. ‘sometimes’, ‘often’, ‘every day’, ‘once/twice a week/month/year’,
‘hardly ever’, ‘never’).
A:

How often do you take a bath?

B:

I take a bath once a week.

Task

You

Your partner

wash the dishes
go for a walk in the yard
water the plants
clean the bedroom
take a bath
watch television
make the bed
invite guests
order a pizza

Report your answers to the class.
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Key
1.

Types of homes
Give students a couple of minutes to complete the exercise. Check answers; model and drill pronunciation.
1. a house

2.

2. an apartment

3. a mansion

4. a castle

5. a camper

6. a tent

Around the house
In the bedroom: a carpet, shelves, a closet, a painting, plants, a desk
In the living room: a carpet, shelves, a cupboard, a painting, a sofa, a plant
In the bathroom: a bathtub
In the kitchen: a cupboard, a stove, a fridge
In the study: shelves, a cupboard, a plant
In the garden: a plant, a fence

3.

1. fence

2. closet

3. fridge

4. shelves

6. painting

7. carpet

8. stove

9. bathtub

5. sofa

Home life
Students can work individually and check in pairs.
1. wash −→ the dishes

2. go for −→ a walk in the yard

3. water −→ the plants

4. clean −→ the bedroom

5. take −→ a bath

6. watch −→ television

7. make −→ the bed

8. invite −→ guests

9. order −→ a pizza

4.

Ask your partner
Go through the adverbs and expressions of frequency and review word order. Model the activity with a strong
student. Monitor the exercise and have students report their ﬁndings to the class to practice the third form of the
present simple.
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